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2007 SEER Manual, C-651, C-661. Appendix C

Question:
CS Tumor Size/CS Site Specific Factor--Breast: When tumor size is unknown, but it is known that both in situ and invasive components are

present, how should CS Tumor Size and SSF6 be coded? See Discussion.

Discussion:
We coded CS Tumor Size 990 and SSF 6 to 060 for a case in which no tumor size was mentioned and the breast core biopsy identified

microinvasive infiltrating lobular carcinoma and lobular carcinoma insitu. The lumpectomy identified no residual tumor. SEER edit 218 states we

must have CS Tumor Size as 999 if the CS SSF 6 is 060. Yet the tumor size code of 990 (Microinvasion; microscopic focus or foci only, no size

given; described as less than 1 mm) would more accurately reflect this case. Even in a situation where there was microinvasion described as

less than 1mm, the edit will not allow one to code CS Tumor Size to 990 with the CS SSF 6 as 060. Should these types of cases have CS Tumor

Size coded 999 or should the edit be adjusted to allow for this combination?

Answer:
This answer was provided in the context of CSv1 coding guidelines. The response may not be used after your registry database has been

converted to CSv2.Code CS tumor size 990 [Microinvasion; microscopic focus or foci only, no size given; described as less than 1 mm] and CS

SSF6 050 [Invasive and in situ components present, size of entire tumor coded in CS Tumor Size because size of invasive component not stated

AND proportions of in situ and invasive not known].

This combination of codes captures the information available for this case.
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